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Abstract Numerical simulation based on mathematical models is an important
pillar for enhancing the understanding of permeation processes in the skin. To
adequately resolve the complex geometrical structure of the skin, special models
based on tetrakaidecahedral cells have been suggested. While these models preserve
many of the desirable properties of the underlying geometry, they impose challenges
regarding mesh generation and solver robustness.
To improve robustness of the used multigrid solver, we propose a new mesh and
hierarchy structure with good aspect ratios and angle conditions. Furthermore, we
show how those meshes can be used in scalable massively parallel multigrid based
computations of permeation processes in the skin.

1 Introduction
Mathematical modeling is one important pillar for enhancing the understanding
of permeation processes in the skin [1, 2]. The sub-class of microscopic models
consider conservation laws and morphology on the cellular scale and combine both
to improve the qualitative and quantitative understanding.
For the epidermis Allen and Potten [3] suggested a morphology model consisting
of agglomerated tetrakaidecahedra. A tetrakaidecahedron (TKD), depicted in the
rightmost figure in Fig. 1, is a polyhedron with 14 faces providing a dense spatial
packing. This property has been discovered by Lord Kelvin [4] studying foam cells
and makes it an attractive cell template for the construction of idealized biological
tissues.
Based on TKD shaped cells Feuchter et al. [5] suggested a geometry model for
the stratum corneum (SC), i.e., the outermost layer of the epidermis. This region
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Fig. 1 New simplified meshing of tetrakaidecahedral elements. Left: Inner prism structure, middle
left: full TKD mesh with additional prism and tetrahedral elements, middle right: Surrounding lipid
elements in an explosion visualization, right: Surface of a complete building block consisting of
the inner TKD and the surrounding lipid layer

is believed to be responsible for the barrier property of the skin and has been
studied by modeling in [6, 7]. Nowadays, computing interactions in large networks
of cells becomes feasible. At the same time, the models do not only focus on the
SC only, but extend to the living epidermis [8, 9]. From a computational perspective
this is important as the increase in size should be accommodated by a scaling of
computational resources. Multigrid solvers were employed before [10], but weak
scalability has not been the primary focus of the research in this area.
To fully resolve the highly differing scales between corneocytes and the surrounding lipid layer, very fine grids are required. Considering the complex TKD
based geometric model and the unstructured nature of the associated grids, massively parallel computers are required to handle the large number of elements and
unknowns involved.
In [11] we presented a massively parallel solver for the problem of drug diffusion
through the skin on a much simpler geometric model. In this article, we consider
the parallel meshing involved in preparing distributed grid hierarchies for the
application of massively parallel multigrid solvers on TKD based grids. To this end,
we develop an alternative meshing which leads to a very robust and still highly
scalable problem setup.
This work is organized as follows: The mathematical model is formulated in
Sect. 2, underlying geometries and new meshing approaches are described in Sect. 3.
The description of the solver setup is given in Sect. 4 and numerical results are
presented in Sect. 5.

2 Problem Description
Permeation can be described by the diffusion equation
@Ku
C r  ŒKDru D 0
@t

(1)
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Fig. 2 New meshing of flat tetrakaidecahedral cells with surrounding lipid layer. Left: Surface of
the new TKD meshing, middle: Explosion visualization of the new TKD meshing, right: Element
structure near small lipid angles

with suitable initial and boundary conditions. The unknown u is a normalized
reference concentration, and K D K.x/ and D D D.x/ are the partition coefficient
and diffusion tensor respectively.
Both parameters are position dependent. In general, K is a function of the
chemical potential  (or alternatively the Gibbs energy 4G WD   0 ) [12, 13]:


.x/  0
K.x/ WD exp 
RT
Similarly, diffusion depends also on the spatial position x 2 R3 .
The focus of this work is to demonstrate experimentally, how an efficient
multigrid solver can be constructed for this problem. This should be exemplified
for the stratum corneum, which is the outermost layer of the epidermis, consisting
of keratinized cells embedded in a matrix of lipid bilayers. As a consequence the
coefficient .x/ WD K.x/D.x/ is highly variable and jumps between corneocytes and
the lipids occur. Moreover, the geometry features a large degree of anisotropy. Both
properties enter the discretization and must be resolved by the solver as well.
As a model problem, we consider the equilibrium case with the simplifying
assumptions K D 1 and

.x/ D

1;
x 2 ˝LIP
:
COR ; x 2 ˝COR

Here, ˝COR and ˝LIP correspond to the regions of the corneocytes and the lipids
respectively. In Fig. 2 these are shown in light red and light blue respectively.

3 Meshing
To create a geometry model of the stratum corneum, we consider so called building
blocks consisting of one tetrakaidecahedral cell with one layer of surrounding lipid,
following [5]. Stacking those building blocks in the different space directions leads
to a mesh which closely resembles the structure of the stratum corneum.
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3.1 Previous Mesh Structure
Feuchter et al. [5, 14] introduced a meshing of a tetrakaidecahedral cell with 3
hexahedral, 36 prism, 6 pyramidal, and 18 tetrahedral elements. Together with
the surrounding lipid layer, which was meshed with 18 hexahedral and 36 prism
elements, a total of 117 elements per building block was required. The final mesh
was then created by shifting copies of this building-block in the different space
dimensions.
Besides the large number of elements, the proposed structure led to issues when
the cells were flattened, as required to resemble the flat structure of the stratum
corneum. When flattened, the elements in the surrounding lipid layer exposed
highly obtuse angles. Solvers applied to linearized systems on such grids tend to
require large iteration numbers or even diverge completely. Multigrid methods,
which are required for scalable parallel computations, need complex smoothers and
base solvers to address those issues. Such base solvers and smoothers may not scale
well or may even fail completely in massively parallel environments.
We thus developed an alternative mesh structure which still allows to stack the
TKD based building blocks in all space directions, yet provides a grid with much
better element qualities than previous meshing attempts.

3.2 New Mesh Structure
We created the alternative meshing in two steps. First, we created a mesh for a
tetrakaidecahedral cell using only 18 elements (12 prisms and 6 tetrahedra) for the
corneocyte, and 36 elements (24 prisms and 12 hexahedra) for the surrounding lipid
layer, totaling in 54 elements for one building block (cf. Fig. 1).
However, while consisting of less than half of the number of original elements,
the new meshing still exhibits the same highly obtuse angles when flattened. We thus
further adjusted the mesh structure by subdividing certain elements to remove the
obtuse angles. Hereby it was important to subdivide in a way which allows to stack
the building blocks in all space directions while guaranteeing mesh consistency. The
resulting mesh structure is depicted in Fig. 2. A comparison between the meshing at
the outer rim of the old and new mesh structures is given in Fig. 3.
The new mesh structure for a complete building block consists of 6 tetrahedra,
96 prisms, and 72 hexahedra (174 elements in total). No highly obtuse angles are
contained in the new mesh anymore. A cut through a mesh resulting from stacking
those building blocks is given in Fig. 4. Meshing was performed using the software
ProMesh (cf. [15]).
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the meshing at the outer rim of the TKDs. Left: The old meshing exposed
highly obtuse angles where now angles close to 90ı can be found. Right: New meshing with vastly
improved angles

Fig. 4 Cuts through a mesh resulting from stacking TKDs with the proposed new mesh structure.
Left: Overview, right: Closeup

3.3 Refinement
We are using an anisotropic refinement scheme analogous to [11], where we only
refine those edges which are longer than a certain threshold. After each refinement
step, we halve the threshold and consequently more edges are considered during
refinement. The initial threshold can for example be chosen as 0:75  maxEdgeLen,
where maxEdgeLen is the length of the longest edge of the given mesh.
We perform five anisotropic refinements followed by further isotropic
refinements, depending on the number of intended multigrid levels. With
each refinement we introduce a new level in the multigrid hierarchy. During
anisotropic refinement element ratios of refined elements are improved compared to
their respective parent elements in each consecutive level. Elements which are not
refined, since none of their edges are longer than the given threshold, are copied to
the next level.
Refinement is performed in parallel and interweaved with parallel redistribution,
using the techniques described in [11]. Using this technique, we can efficiently
generate large meshes spanning thousands or hundred thousands of processes.
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Table 1 Solver components:
Solvers on lower levels serve
as base solvers for the
preconditioners on higher
levels, (cf. [11])

S. Reiter et al.
Levels
Solver
Preconditioner
Smoother
Cycle

2
LU (exact)
–
–
–

2–4
BiCGStab
GMG
ILU
V (3,3)

4–top
BiCGStab
GMG
Jacobi
V (3,3)

4 Solver Setup
We are using the same solver setup as described in [11]. It consists of two stacked
multigrid preconditioned BiCGStab solvers, one serving as base solver for the other.
The base-multigrid thereby only spans up to 64 processes and uses an ILU smoother,
which works very efficiently on anisotropic geometries on small process numbers.
Since the ILU smoother is not required for the isotropic elements encountered in
higher levels, we are using a perfectly scalable damped Jacobi smoother for the
upper multigrid. The solver setup is shown in Table 1. For details on the highly
scalable MPI based parallelization of the underlying multigrid solver for hundreds
of thousands of processes, please refer to [16].

5 Results
We performed weak scaling studies of the described model problem on the proposed
TKD based mesh. The computations were executed on the Cray XC40 super
computer Hazel Hen at the HLRS. Hazel Hen has a peak performance of 7420
TFlops. It features 7712 compute nodes which provide 128 GB of memory each.
On each node 24 cores are available (up to 48 through hyperthreading).
Runs were performed starting at 8 processes and scaling up to 32,768 processes,
increasing the number of processes by a factor of 8 between each run. With each
run we also increased the number of elements by refining the grid. However, due to
the presence of prism elements, the number of elements grows slightly slower than
the number of processes. Between runs 1 and 2 the number of elements grows by a
factor of 7.5, between runs 4 and 5 by a factor of 7.93. The workload per process is
thus only approximately constant over all runs.
In each run we computed the solution of the steady state of the described model
problem. To investigate the robustness of the solver regarding jumps in diffusion
coefficients, we performed two studies with different coefficients COR D 1
(study A) and COR D 0:001 (study B). The distribution of the underlying multigrid
hierarchy and the general solver setup was identical in both studies, only the number
of iterations required to reach a given defect varied slightly.
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Table 2 Each line corresponds to an individual run. Recorded are the number of processes (PEs),
the number of levels (Levels), the number of unknowns (DoFs), the run times of assembly (Tass ),
A
B
), and study B (Tsol
) in seconds
solver initialization (Tini ), and solving in study A (Tsol
PEs
8
64
512
4096
32,768

Levels
5
6
7
8
9

DoFs
374,223
2,807,351
21,703,869
170,592,761
1,352,552,433

Tass
0.30
0.58
0.71
0.80
0.83

Tini
1.44
2.21
2.40
2.51
2.53

A
Tsol
3.72
4.95
5.31
5.69
5.95

B
Tsol
7:88
9:36
9:58
10:4
10:6

Time / Processes
12

Time (s)

10
8
6
4
2
0

8

64

512

4k

32k

Processes (k=1024)
ass

ini

solA

solB

Fig. 5 Scaling of the run times of assembly (ass), solver initialization (ini), and solving of study
A (solA), and study B (solB)

The number of CG-iterations were fixed to 10 in each run of study A and to 14
in each run of study B to allow for a good comparability of the timings. In each run
we achieved a reduction of the initial defect by a factor of 105 .
The number of unknowns and the timings of the assembly and solution process
in each run are given in Table 2. Since assembly and solver initialization are mostly
identical in studies A and B, we only show the different timings in the actual solving
stage Tsol . The scaling behavior of assembly, solver initialization, and solving is also
shown in Fig. 5.
In Table 3 the levelwise distribution qualities for each run are shown. The
distribution quality ql of a level l of the hierarchy is computed as
ql WD

 nmax
ntotal
l
l
;
max
nl  .Pl  1/
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Table 3 Distribution qualities for each level of the multigrid hierarchy for the different runs
PE
8
64
512
4096
32,768

lv-0
1
1
1
1
1

lv-1
1
1
1
1
1

lv-2
1
1
1
1
1

lv-3
0.96
0.59
0.71
0.71
0.71

lv-4
0.97
0.81
0.96
0.96
0.96

lv-5
0.99
0.89
0.86
0.85
0.87

lv-6

0.88
0.85
0.84
0.89

lv-7


0.84
0.82
0.85

lv-8



0.80
0.84

lv-9




0.82

Table 4 Number of processes used on each level for the individual runs
PE
8
64
512
4096
32,768

lv-0
1
1
1
1
1

lv-1
1
1
1
1
1

lv-2
1
1
1
1
1

lv-3
8
64
64
64
64

lv-4
8
64
64
64
64

lv-5
8
64
512
4096
4096

lv-6

64
512
4096
4096

lv-7


512
4096
32,768

lv-8



4096
32,768

lv-9




32,768

where Pl > 1 is the number of processes of the given process-hierarchy on level l,
p
nl is the number of elements in level l on process p, and
ntotal
WD
l

Pl
X

p

nl ;

pD1
p

WD max nl :
nmax
l
pD1;:::;Pl

For Pl D 1 numerator and denominator both vanish and we define ql D 1. ql is thus
in the range Œ0; 1, where ql D 0 means that all elements of level l are contained on
one process only and ql D 1 reflects an equal share of elements among all processes.
Since we are using a hierarchical distribution scheme (cf. [16]), not all processes
are contributing on all levels. Table 4 gives the number of involved processes on
each level of the multigrid hierarchy for each run.
Runtimes of the solver are higher in study B compared to study A. Besides the
fact that more solver iterations are performed in study B, the problem is now more
difficult to solve due to the jumping coefficients. Due to this, the iteration numbers
of the base solver increase, which affects the overall performance. Nevertheless,
runtimes and scalability can be considered good for both studies.
While the first run (8 PEs) is contained on one node only, subsequent runs on 64
and more PEs are distributed onto several nodes. The overhead introduced through
message passing between nodes is already seen in the jump in runtimes between the
first two runs.
Given the highly scalable solver setup (cf. [16] and [11]), the biggest issues
regarding scalability are to be expected from load imbalances. Indeed, correlating
Table 3 and timings in Table 2, we see that imbalances on higher levels affect
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the efficiency on large process numbers. Still, overall efficiency is very good
considering the unstructured nature of the problem.
While improvements regarding load balancing of unstructured multigrid hierarchies on massively parallel architectures could further improve scalability of the
presented simulation, the high efficiency and robustness of the current approach
is more than sufficient to perform large scale computations of complex biological
problems on massively parallel computers.
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